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1 - Yay! We're all h- WHO INVITED YOU?!

Okay, here’s the deal. My friend Kado(Horohoro) and I are role-playing on Gaia through PMing. It’s
really fun, so I thought I’d post what’s going on as a fanfic! Well anyway, I’ve scanned through it
several million times to make sure the grammar’s right and that everything makes sense. When you see
(( )), it means one of us was talking outside of the RP. I’ve deleted most of them, but I kept others in to
make a bit of sense. If you find something wrong, please don’t hesitate to tell me!

Disclaimer: I don’t own Yu Yu Hakusho, Inuyasha, or Rurouni Kenshin (One can only dream) I do,
however, own Makoto and Horohoro owns Kado.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~
Kado: Makoto! Look at my new angel fox plushie! *holds up plushie* Isn’t she cute? Her name’s Niomi
=^^=
Makoto: KAWAIIIIIII!! *points to plushie* Don''t you think she''s adorable, Hiei?
Hiei:.......
Makoto: Stop being a grouch! He''s just upset cause he didn''t get a lot of sleep...
Hiei: YOU PUSHED ME OFF THE WINDOWSILL!
Makoto: *gasp* I object!

Hiei: You know it''s true...
Makoto: I dunno WHAT you''re talking about...
Hiei:... Why haven''t I killed you yet?
Makoto: Because I have neko mimi!
Hiei: What do your cat ears have to do with anything?
Makoto: Cause they''re cute =3
Hiei: It’s because Koenma will punish me if I kill you.
Makoto: Nu-uh! It''s cause my cat ears are cute! *plays with ears*

Kado: O.o
Makoto:... *stil playing with ears*
Hiei: Will you stop?! It''s annoying when you‘re strange like that!
Makoto: Annoying? I don’t think so...
Hiei: OF COURSE YOU DON''T! At least you‘re over your ‘huggle’ phase.
Makoto:... *shifty eyes* *hugs*
Hiei: O.o

Kado: ^^... Wait... Yusuke, what are you doing with that camera...?
Yusuke: *holds up picture of Makoto hugging Hiei* Black Mail!
Hiei: If you DARE try to blackmail me, Urameshi, I''ll kill- GAH!
Makoto: *hugs Hiei still*
Hiei: I thought I told you to stop?!
Makoto: But I can''t! You''re just so huggable!
Hiei: *sigh* At least you''re not poking me... like that one ningen...



Makoto: Her name is Kumiko and she''s an elf, for your information! *pokes Hiei*
Hiei: -_-

Yusuke: *keeps taking pictures* Hiei, the camera is just loving you today!
Kado: Hey wait...
Yusuke: Uh oh, she''s gonna tell me to stop... *narrows eyes*
Kado: I wanna poke him too! *poke*
Yusuke: YAY! *takes more blackmail pictures*

Kurama: *ish walking by room* *hears strange noises coming from inside* O.o
Makoto: *hears footsteps* Heeee... *tackles door*
Kurama: *door and Makoto fall on him* @.@
Makoto: KURAMA!!!! KONBANWA!!!
Kurama: K-Kon... ban.. @.@

Yusuke: GOLD! *takes pictures*
Kado: That’s getting annoying...
Yusuke: *ignores* YEA! YEA!
Kado: Yusuke...
Yusuke: *ignores* YEA! YEA!
Kado: YUSUKE!!
Yusuke: *ignores* YEA! YEA!
Kado: *tackles*
Yusuke and Kado: *fighting for camera*

Kurama: Um Makoto?
Makoto: Yeps?
Kurama: Can you please get off me?
Makoto: Aw, and you were so comfy too... *gets off* *looks at Kado and Yusuke* Ooooo cat fight!
*laughs at Yusuke*

Yusuke: *stands up fast* WHAT?! KADO! DID YOU HEAR WHAT SHE JUST CALLED ME!?!... Kado?...
-_-*
Kado: *ROFL-ing*
Makoto: I guess Yusuke can''t be a girl since he''s going out with Kado.
Kurama: They''re going out? Since when?
Makoto: Since I said *points to self proudly*

Kado and Yusuke: What!?! We''re not going out! *blush*
Makoto: *leans closer to Kurama* That''s what they always say when they want to keep it a secret...
Kurama: But wait... Seriously?
Makoto: -.-

Voice in the background: Gee Kurama, you’re slow...((Look who’s talking))
Kado: Who’s that?
Kuwa: *jumps out* IT''S ME!!!!!
Yusuke: Great, the idiot’s here...



Kuwa: Make fun all you want because nothing’s gonna bring me down today!
Kado: Why not?
Kuwa: Because I brought someone special with me! YUKINA!!!
Yukina: *comes out of shadows* Why did I have to hide in the shadows the whole time?

Kuwa: For the grand entrance you deserve!
Kado and Yusuke: *roll eyes*
((ZOMG! This sleepover’s gonna be a never-ending night!!))
Hiei: *looks away*
Kurama: *looks at what''s written in (( ))*... Makoto, what''s a ''ZOMG''?
Makoto: Ya know, I''m not completely sure but I think it''s like saying ''Zoh my God''...
Kurama: Really? How strange... *pokes ''ZOMG''*

Makoto: *looks at Yukina* Yukina-chan! I can''t believe you''re here! *runs up to Yukina* *looks at Kuwa*
Where''ve you been?
Kuwa: *looks down* I''d rather not say in front of Yukina…
Yusuke: Hey Hiei, why don''t take Yukina in the next room!
Kado: *Kurama laugh*((Inside joke))
Hiei: *super icy death glare of DOOOOOOM!* ((shmexayness!))
Makoto: O.o *subject change* Um-um-um-um anyone wanna play a game!?!?
Voice: Aren''t you forgetting someone?

Makoto:.... No I''m pretty sure we''re all here...
Voice: What about the ruler of Reikai?! *Koenma jumps out* MWAHA! See? I''m here!
Makoto: WHO INVITED YOU?!?
Koenma: Now, no need to get rowdy... *leans to Makoto* Unless you want me to show your secret files
to everyone... *moves eyebrows up and down*
Makoto: Okay, now that everyone''s here!
Voices: Wait!
Kado: NOW WHAT!?!
Voices: We''re here!

*Jin and his team walk out, Botan, and the Inuyasha cast*
Kado: *points to Inu-tachi* YOUR NOT EVEN FROM THIS SHOW!
Inuyasha: *sigh* We brought him... *points to Sesshi*
Kado: *eyes turn to hearts* WELCOME GUESTS!!!!
Makoto: Se-Se-SESSHOUMARU-SAMA!!!! *runs up to Sesshoumaru* How are you? Is there anything
you need help with? *<.<=>.>*
Sesshi:.........
Rin: *gets big like in those pictures I posted* STAY AWAY FROM MY SESSHOUMARU-SAMA!!!

Makoto: O.o Ep! *jumps behind Touya*
Touya: *rolls eyes and groans* Why do all the girls use ME as a cover?
Makoto: *pets Touya* Cause your hair''s pointy. It protects people.
Touya: -_-... STOP PETTING ME! I''m not a dog...
Makoto: Oh, sorry... *walks up to Inuyasha* *pets Inuyasha*
Inuyasha: KAGOME! DO YOU SEE WHAT SHE’S DOING!?!?



Kagome: *drooling over Touya*

Makoto: *looks down* Shippo-kun!!!!! *hugs Shippo*
Shippo: X.X Air...
Sesshi: *slips away* *walks up to Hiei*... *points* Sword...
Rin: Shippo HI!
Inu, Yusuke, Jin, and Chu: We''re gonna get a quick drink!
Voice: HEY WAIT FOR ME!
Inu, Yusuke, Jin, and Chu: HUH!?!
Sano: I wanna drink!

Kenshin: I hope you didn''t forget us. ^.^
Makoto: *hugs Kenshin* KEN-KUN!!!
Kenshin: Oro?! @.@
Makoto: *squeals* Oro!!!! *laughs*
Kado: *hugs Kenshin as well* ORO! O.o
Yusuke: ~_~... *sip*

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

As you can probably see, this is going to be a sleepover from hell! And sorry it’s broken up like that. I
tried to fix it but it wouldn’t work ><* Half of the credit goes to Horohoro. Well, comments please =D

LOVE PEACE AND DOUGHNUTS!!



2 - Everyone loves Sesshoumaru!

I’ve just finished collecting all the pages we’ve done so far, so everyone I edit gets posted. All anime characters belong to the manga-ka
who created them! All except Makoto and Kado, which belong to me (Makoto) and HoroHoro (Kado). Nothing else really...

~Here’s what everyone’s doing at the moment~
Botan and Shizuru are talking
Chu, Yusuke, Inuyasha, Jin, and Sano are drinking
Sesshi and Hiei are sorta talking....
Kenshin is being huggled by Kado and Makoto
Shippo and Rin are playing
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Makoto: Kenshin! You''''re so kawaii! I wish you were-- *screams*
Kenshin: O.o
Miroku: *rubbing Makoto’s @$$* It’s nice to finally greet another girl...
Makoto: *vein throbbing* GET YOUR HAND OFFA ME!! *punch*
Miroku: *flies back* @.@ That''''s a first! I''''ve never gotten punched before...*looks at Kado* Hello there... *grabs Kado’s hands* Would
you mind baring my child?

Kado: Well actually...
Yusuke: *behind Miroku towering over him* *taps shoulder* *cracks knuckles*
Miroku: Yeeeeees? *turns around* Oh, hello? May I help you with something?
Makoto: *covers eyes* Maybe we shouldn''''t have invited him...
Yusuke: *in a cloud of dust with Miroku* *#$&*@*%$
Kado: O.O
Makoto: Y-Yusuke! Don''''t kill him! *jumps in to save Miroku from certain death*
Yusuke: HEY!!!
Kado: Maybe you should take some anger management classes...
Yusuke:...Whatever...*goes back to drinking*

Miroku: I knew you cared! *giant star eyes* *goes to hug Makoto*
Makoto: *steps to the side*
Miroku: *bumps into Sango* Oh, excuse me...uh-oh... *gulp*
Sango: *vein* How many times do I have to teach you this lesson?! *chases Miroku while he’s screaming like a girl*
Makoto: I care. But not that much... -.- *walks away* *looks at all the people* I feel like I''''m forgetting to greet someone...
Voice: Hi Makoto!

Makoto: *turns around* RINKU!!!!! *huggles* I KNEW IT!
Rinku: X.X It''''s hard to breath...
Makoto: *puts Rinku down* .... O.o....
Rinku:.... What?
Makoto: Your hat''''s so big! I wanna try it on... *takes hat off Rinku* *puts it on head*
Rinku: H-Hey! That''''s mine! *jumps to get it but can''''t reach*
Makoto: *star eyes* Waaaa! It''''s so puffy! *spins around* I love your hat Rinku! Can I please wear it? *giant chibi eyes*

Rinku: Sure... Just give it back later k?
Makoto: ARIGATO! *huggles again*
Rinku: @.@ *stumbles away to talk to drunken Chu*

Makoto: *swaying back and forth* I am Rinku, hear me roar...

Kado: =D
Sesshi: -_-
Kado: =D
Sesshi: *raises eyebrow*
Kado: =D
Sesshi:..... Can I help you!?
Kado: Well since you asked...*grabs fluff* YAY!



Sesshi: HEY!!!!
Kado: O.o....*runs off*
Sesshi: GIMME!
Kado: *sticks out tongue* It''''s so soft and furry!
Sesshi: B-b-but! I want it baaaaaaaaaaaaack!!!!!
Kado: *sniff*

Sesshi: I''''m not gonna fall for it...
Kado: :(
Sesshi:.....*sigh* Fine....
Kado: =3> YAAAAAAAAAAAAAAY!!! *runs off*
Sesshi: *sigh* Why do I always have to give in...
Kado: *runs to Makoto* look what I got from Sesshi-sama!!!!
Makoto: O.O I want it!! *tackles Kado*
Koenma: Cat fight!!

Kado: NEVER!!!! Besides you have Rinku''''s HAT!!!!
Makoto: You''''re right... *pokes hat* *giggle* It''''s puffy! *looks at Hiei*
Hiei: Nani?
Makoto: Can I have your sword?
Hiei: NO! What makes you think I''''d give it to you after last time?!
Makoto: Cause I asked nicely? And don''''t worry! My mom never liked that vase in the first place.
Hiei:.... No!
Makoto:...*sniff*...Please? *sad face*
Hiei: .............
Makoto: Thank you!! *grabs katana* *runs back to Kado* I challenge thou to a dual to thy death! *unsheathes sword and points it at Kado*
The last one living gets Sesshoumaru-sama''''s fluff! And Sesshoumaru-sama himself!!
Hiei and Kurama: O.o
Kado: *runs to Sesshi* SEEEEEESSHI!?!

Sesshi: *holds sword* OH NO YOU DON’T!
Kado: *big wiggly Hamtaro eyes*
Sesshi: STOP IT!
Kado: *eyes get bigger*
Sesshi: FINE! *hand sword*
Yusuke: Do you even know why she wants it?
Sesshi: Why?
Yusuke: She''''s fighting with Makoto...
Sesshi: At least it''''s being put to good use....
Yusuke: -and the winner gets you and your fluff
Sesshi: WHAT!?!
Kado: *runs off to Makoto* Alright lets go!

Makoto: Yaha! *throws sword at Kado*
Hiei: B-Be careful with that!!!
Kado: *ducks*
Kuwa: *leaning on wall over Yukina* Sooo...Yukina...*sword hits head* *twitch*
Yukina: *pokes* Kazuma, are you ok?...
Kado: *throws sword at Makoto*

Makoto: *dives to side*
Jin: *drunk* *holds up drink* I''''m A Shinobi, Yes I Am! *sword crashes through mug* Aye! I was drinkin'''' that!
Makoto: O.o Sorry Jin! *jumps behind Hiei*
Hiei: Don''''t get me into this!
Makoto: But you gave me your sword...
Hiei: If I knew you were going to use my sword for this, I wouldn''''t have given it to you!
Makoto: Oh... well I used your sword for a duel with Kado... is it okay now?
Hiei: *hits self on forehead* Just... give me my sword back...
Makoto: *salutes* Yessir! *walks over to Jin*

Jin: *crying*
Makoto: Do you know where that sword went?



Jin: *points to wall while crying*
Makoto: Thanks! *pulls sword out of wall* And chin up, Jin! No use crying over spilt beer! *skips to Hiei* Here, take THIS sword! *shoves
Sesshi’s sword into Hiei’s hands*
Hiei: O.o

Kado: *hands Sesshi a sword*
Sesshi: W-w-who won...?
Kado: No one!
Sesshi: Phew...wait.. This isn‘t my sword…
Kado: Oops!
Seshi: HOW CAN YOU SAY THAT?! YOU DON''''T LOSE SOMETHING LIKE A SWORD AND SAY OOPS!
Kado: Jeez, ya don''''t have ta get so moody...
Seshi: *opens mouth to comment* *closes mouth*..... Just get me my sword...
Kado: OKAY! *walks over to Hiei* GIMME!
Hiei: *gets sword swiped from him* ... Scary....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sorry about the way this one ended. It was hard to decided where to separate this chappie and the next! The next chapter’s about halfway
done, so it shouldn’t take very long ^.^ Comments!

LOVE PEACE AND DOUGHNUTS!!



3 - Nobody said anything about karaoke!

Okay, well since I couldn’t decide where to end the last chapter, this one starts exactly where the last one left off. I guess it could be part
two of the last chapter, but let’s not count it as that.

Disclaimer: I don’t own the songs “Simple and Clean” “Complicated” “Change the World” or “Aoki Yasei Wo Daite”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Makoto: *skips over to Kuwa* *points to Kuwa''s head* Can I have that back?
Kuwa: *hands sword to Makoto* Watch what your doing next time!
Makoto: w00t! *skips over to Hiei, hugging sword* Here ya go!
Hiei: You''re lucky you''re not dead. You could’ve killed yourself you know...
Makoto: Yeah but-
Koenma and Jin: WHEN YOU WALK AWAY, YOU DON''T HEAR ME SAY! PLEEEEAAAASE! OH BABY! DON''T GO!!!!
Makoto and Hiei: O.o

Kado: Here Sesshi! *gives sword from last chapter to Sesh*
Sesshi:...O.o...
Kado: What?
Sesshi: *points to Jin and Koenma*
Kado: WTF!?
Koenma and Jin: *puts arm around each other''s shoulder* SIMPLE AND CLEAN IS THE WAY THAT YOU''RE MAKING ME FEEEEEEEL
TONIGHT! IT''S HAAAARD TO LET-IT-GO!
Makoto: Jin, you''re drunk... Koenma-sama, you''re... well I don''t know, but don''t sing anymore!
Koenma: Oh lighten up! It''s a sleepover!
Makoto: That YOU weren''t invited to!!
Koenma: It''s a well known fact that karaoke is one of the best pass times at slumber parties! Second only to kissing games, which we''ll
play later *wink*
Makoto: Who said you''re the leader around here?!?
Koenma: I did actually. So who''s up next?!

Touya: *puts face in hands* Here he goes again. Baka wind master''s drunk, making it even worse...
Jin: Okee, Touya want to go! *grabs Touya''s arm*
Touya: O.o
Jin: *pushes Touya in front of everyone and gives him microphone* There ya go! Now sing what comes to ya!
Toya: *yelling at Jin* Why''d ya have to go and make things so complicated!?!

Jin: Perfect! Sing that song!
Touya: NANI?!?! I''m NOT gonna- *music begins* Uh-hu... life''s like this... uh-hu... that''s the way it is...
Yusuke: O.o YEA! =P
Kado: Yusuke, what are you doing?
Yusuke: *runs next to Touya and grabs another mike*
Kado: O_O"
Yusuke: Chill out, what''ch ya yellin for? Lay back, it''s all been done before... and if you could only let it be, you will see!!
Touya: *points to Yusuke* I like you the way you are when we''re driving in your car
Makoto: *hits forehead* Someone''s had too much sugar...
Rinku: Touya?! What do you think you''re doing?!?!?
Koenma: *laughing at Yusuke*

Inuyasha: *Pushes Touya and Yusuke of stage*
Yusuke: HEY!
Inuyasha: Shut it! *takes mic*
Yusuke: What are you gonna sing?!
Inuyasha: Why don''t you wait and see...?
Yusuke: -_-
Inuyasha: Kagome! Remember this song!?!
Kagome: O_O"
Inuyasha: I want to change the world! Kaze wo kakenukete nanimo osorezu ni!!
((Did you know Inuyasha really sings? Inuyasha and Kagome''s seiyuu sing ‘Aoki Yasei wo Daite’ together. Here''s the link if you want to

http://youtube.com/watch?v=84a3qU6cpmg&search=Inuyasha%27s%20song


listen to it. But let it load a couple seconds first.))

Miroku: Lemme sing! *takes mic from Touya*
Touya: Hey! I was using that!
Miroku: Ima yuuki to egao wo kakera daite!
Makoto: Wow, they''re good singers! *sticks tongue out at Koenma*
Koenma: *pout* Yeah, so what...?
Shippo: Me! Me! *jumping up and down*
Sango: Miroku, let Shippo have a try...
Miroku: Oh come on! I''m singing! *whine and complain*

Shippo: *makes big wiggly Hamtaro eyes*
Kado: Aww, he''s so cute! *‘aws’ with other girls in the room*
Yusuke: Come on Miroku, let the kid sing. What harm could it do?
Shippo: *sniff sniff*
Miroku: I just got up here! You’ll side with me, right Sango?
Sango: *vein*... Let. Him. Sing.
Miroku: *gulp*... But-

Sango: *stands up* HIRAIKOTSU!!!
Miroku: YAH! *ducks* *hiraikotsu hits wall right by Jin*
Jin: O.o *still drunk* What da ya think yur doin? *stumbles to Miroku*
Miroku: I-I-It wasn''t me!
Jin: *punches Miroku*
Makoto: Miroku, let Shippo sing from now on! Sango-chan, will you please be careful? Jin!! NO HITTING!!
Hiei:... Hell''s flooded over...
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Yeah, sorry this one’s so short, but I hope it made you laugh ^^ In the process of the next one! Comments!

LOVE PEACE AND DOUGHNUTS!!



4 - I dunno what to name this chapter!

Um, yeah. I can''t think of a name... If you have a good one, I''ll rename the chapter ^^ I’ve actually had
this ready for a while, but I''ve been to lazy to update -.- So Yeah... Here it is...

DISCLAIMER: ONCE AGAIN! I do not own any characters in this story; all except Kado and Makoto
belong to their rightful owners. If anyone steals Kado OR Makoto, be expecting to see Sesshoumaru at
your house. And it WON’T be for fun...

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Yusuke: I think there’s something seriously wrong with this sleepover...
Kado: I think it’s going just fine! Right Kikyo?
Kikyo: *sigh* To be alive...
Makoto: Hey, when''d she get in here? AND WHEN''D YOU GET HERE?! *points to Naraku*
Naraku: *eating party snacks* *realizes he''s been spotted* Oh, right! *jumps up* Kukukuku! I, Naraku,
have come to put a halt to this convention of foes!

Shippo: Huh?
Makoto: He means he''s gonna crash the party...
Sango: *had a bit too much to drink* Naraku! Come here ya sexy! *lunges for Naraku*
Miroku: Sango? What the crap!?

Kado: Alright then...*shifty eyes*
Yusuke: Kado, what’s with the look...?
Kado: We’re now going to do the ultimate challenge...
Everyone: O_O
Kado: DDR!!!! *sets up mats and game*

Makoto: YAY!!! *jumps up* *grabs Naraku* I wanna see evil dance!
Sango: *hiss* STAY AWAY!! MY SEXY BEAST!
Makoto:.. *backs away*
Shippo: I wanna dance! I wanna dance!
Miroku: I don''t think you''re tall enough…
Shippo: You''re just saying that cause you don''t want me playing!

Makoto: No no, Shippo''s not too short to play the game. I know who''s too short to play...
Ed: *bursts through wall* IS THAT A SHORT JOKE?!
Makoto: Noooo, of course not!
Ed: You shouldn''t be talking! You''re as tall as I am!!
Makoto: Nu-uh! I''m taller by 2 inches! You''re still the shortest!
*sparks of electricity between Makoto and Ed*

Al: *pokes human head through hole in wall* Uh...brother? You broke someone''s wall again...
Winry: Jeez Ed, all short jokes aren''t always pointed at you!



Makoto: Great! Now there''s a hole in the wall! All thanks to shorty over here!
Ed: WHO YOU CALLING SO SMALL YOU COULDN''T SEE WITH A MICROSCOPE!
Makoto: I don''t know cause I can''t see him!
Ed: *tackle*
Makoto: *ish tackles* *fights with Ed*

Al: *waving hands fast* Don’t worry, guys! I can fix it!
Kado: *whispers in Winry''s ear*
Winry: *nods* Hey Ed, why don''t you two solve this another way?
Al: O_O'' I know that look...
Winry: >=] Through a little competition... *points to DDR*

Makoto: *laughs* I win! Besides, you would probably have to jump to get from arrow to arrow! *laugh
again*
Ed: *opens mouth to yell* *closes mouth*... I just hope the mat doesn''t break under your weight...*evil
grin*
((XD Makoto’s just like Yomi from Azu Daioh!))

Makoto: *competitive glare*... It''s on... *hears something *ears perk up* Huh...?
*Jaws music playing*
Ed: What''s that? *looks around*
*music get faster*
Makoto: Where''s that coming from? *looks around as well*
*picture of little girl falls in front of Ed*

Ed: Noooooooooo! He’s found meeee!! *jumps behind Winry*
Makoto: What''s wrong? It’s just a pic- *tons of picture''s fall on her* Can''t... breath... X.x
Ed: I tried to warn you...
Hughes: *jumps out of nowhere* Heya Edward! How ya doing?
Ed: *whispers* Good till you came... Why’re you here anyway?

Hughes: With you gone, I had no one to shower my pictures of Elicia-chan on, so I followed you! *turns
to Ed* I saved this one just for you! *pulls out picture of Elicia*
Ed: *paralyzed with fear*
Hughes: *shoves picture in Ed''s face* Isntshethecutestthingever?
Itookthisonejustafewdaysagowhenitsnowed! Shelookssoadorableinherlittlecoatandhat!
Doesntshetakeafterhermother!? Itsthefaceofanangel!
SometimesIwonderwhatshesgonnalooklikewhenshesolder, butshessocuteitwouldntmatter!
Ed: *falls over*

Kado: *laughs*........  O.o
Winry: What’s Wro- *hears Jaws music again*
Kado: W-what now...?
Jaws Music: Buh nuh! Buh nuh! Buh nuh buh nuh! BUH NUH NUH!!!
Miroku: *grabs Kado''s @$$*
Kado: Eeeeeeep!!!
Yusuke: *grabs Miroku* THAT’S IT!!!!



Miroku: O.o...*gets dragged into the next room*
Door: *banging sounds coming from inside*

Makoto: *crawling out of pictures* Miroku won''t come out alive if I know Yusuke any...
Inuyasha: Keh, he had it comin to him...
Makoto: *laugh* You act as if you''ve never had a dirty thought in your life!
Inuyasha: *eyes widen* What''re you talking about?!
Makoto: I seen you... with those looks at Kagome
Inuyasha: That''s not true, you rotten cat! I''d never think of-

Kagome: Inuyasha?
Inuyasha: *freezes*
Kagome: I''m going with Sesshie from now on! *hugs Sesshoumaru*
Inu: O.o Kagome? And Sesshoumaru!?
Kagome: *huggles Sesshi* I bet he never thinks dirty *scoffs*
Sessh: This party better end soon so I can get back to my magazines...

Kado: NOT SO FAST KAGOME!!!!
Sesshi: O.o
Sesshi fan club: PAWS OFF!!
Rin: *gets big like in horohoro picture* LEAVE HIM ALONE!!!!
Kado: I''m sure glad she''s on our side...
Makoto: You have no idea... *shudder*

Kagome But I want Sesshiiii! *whine and complain*
Sessh:... *raises eyebrow*
Makoto: SESSHOUMARU-SAMAAAAA! *glomps fluff*
Sessh: O.O WTF?! Why does this always happen to me!?
Touya: I asked myself the saaaame question... -_-

Kado: Now...*crack knuckles*
Kurama: I think this is getting out of hand…
Botan: Maybe someone should stop this?
Kuwabara: No no! This is getting good!
Hiei: Baka ningen...
Kuwabara: Shrimp!

Kurama: Um, I think we should be more concerned about the matter at hand *looks at Kagome, Sesh,
and fan club*
Hughes: Is that guy in the white fluff supposed to look that pissed?
Inu-tachi: Yep...
Hughes: Oh... ELICIA-CHAAAAN!!!! *pulls out baby pictures*

Sesshi: *about to slice picture in half with claws*
Rin: *notices*
Sesshi: *raises hand*
Rin: NOOOOOOOOO!!!!



Kado: *pushes slow mo button*
Rin: *low voice* Sesshi! Don''t slice the picture!!!! *running slowly*

Sesshi: *slowly bring down claws*
Hughes: *deep voice* Nooooooo!
Inuyasha: Shippo! Now’s your chance to be a hero! *grabs Shippo''s tail* *throws him at Sesshoumaru*
Sesshi: *gets smacked in face by Shippo* *falls over*
Inuyasha: SCORE! *punches air*
Makoto: O.O''

Sesshi''s fan club: Noooo! *run to Sesshi*
Kagome and other people who like Shippo: Noooooo! *runs to Shippo*
Kado: Nooooo! *crashes into Yusuke*
Yusuke: O_o WTF!?
Kado: *takes doughnut from Yusuke* I want it! *eats*
Yusuke: T.T
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Yeah, another crappy ending, I know -_- We’ve already started on the 5th chapter so it should be up in
about a month @-@

LOVE PEACE AND DOUGHNUTS!!



5 - This is getting a bit weird...

Yep, just as the title says; Why is it wierd, you ask? We’re going to start playing sleepover games!
We’ve been doing sneak peaks of what we’ll do when we reach other events, and I’m telling you I
can’t wait till we get there!

As I’ve said before, all anime characters belong to their rightful owners! That means Kado and Makoto
belong to HoroHoro and me! No touchies! Well, enjoy the chapter!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Makoto: *shifty eyes*
Koenma: *pouting* I wanna run the sleepover!
Makoto: You can''t! Kado and I are running it. *sticks tongue out*
Kurama: *sweat drop* Um, you might want to take another look... *points to everyone*
Makoto: *looks at ''party''*

*Sesshi fan club making sure Sesshi’s fluff wasn''t harmed*
*female characters tending to unconcious Shippo*
*Kado and Yusuke fighting over doughnut*
*Colonel Hughes drowning Ed in pictures*
*Al and Winry sweat dropping in background*
*drunk Sango making out with Naraku*
*Colonel Armstrong showing off muscles*

Makoto: MATTE! *runs up to Armstrong* When''d he get here?!
Armstrong: I was wondering when you''d notice. It''s hard to miss my masculine body, chiseled perfectly
into shape after years of hard-
Makoto: Yeah, so we''ve heard...
Kuwabara: You think those''re muscles? Well take a look at these babies! *rips shirt off*

Everyone in the room: *stops what they''re doing* *scream*
Kuwabara: *puts shirt back on* Geez, you''re acting like little girls!
Ed: WHO’RE YOU CALLING LITTLE?! Xo
Yusuke, Chu, Inu, and Armstrong: Who''re you calling girls?! >=(
Kuwa: *sweatdrop* I uh... didn''t mean it uh... HELP!! *gets dragged into group of guys*

Makoto: O.o'' Um... Right... Good luck with that Kuwa...
Hiei: You''re not going to try to stop them? Like you did with the monk?
Makoto:... I don''t think I could stop them if I tried...
Hiei: Ah...

Botan: *jumping up and down* Myturn myturn myturn!
Makoto: *raises eyebrow* Your turn for what?
Botan: To choose what we''re going to do next!!
Makoto: O.o NO!! *jumps behind Touya*



Touya:...... -_-
Kado: Lemme guess, truth or dare? Spin the bottle? Hide and seek...?
Botan: BINGO BINGO BINGO! Spin the Bottle!
Makoto: O.o NOOOOOO! *about to jump behind Touya, but realizes she''s already behind him*
Touya:...... -_-
Makoto: You sure like that stare icon, ne?
Touya: -_-

Koenma: w00t! Spin the bottle! Raise your hand if you wanna play! *raises hand*
Botan: *raises hand*
Everyond else: *blank stare*
Kuwabara: I''ll play if Yukina plays!
Yukina: What is it? Is it a fun game?
Kuwabara: *grin* Oh, it''s really fun! I''ll explain the rules to you while we play!
Hiei: >=(

Kado: *sigh* *whispers into Yukina''s ear*
Yukina: *smile*... *nod*... *smile gets smaller*... *raises eyebrow*...*frown*... *worried look*... *freaked
out look*
Kado: Yeah...
Yukina: *looks to Kuwa* I dunno...

Kuwa: Come on, Yukina baby! It’ll be fun!
Botan: You have no choice! Everyone''s playing!
Everyone: O.o WTF?
Makoto: I''m not playing!
Hiei: Same here!
Kurama: I wish I wouldn''t have to play as well ^^''
Koenma: Don''t forget, I''ve got dirt on every single one of you *evil grin*
Makoto:..... O-o

Kado: DAMMIT KOENMA! YOU AND YOUR STUPID DIRT!!
Koenma: *grin*
Makoto: I... I guess that means I haffta play...
Koenma: Uh-hu! Unless you want me to tell everyone about the time with the toilet plunger when you-
Makoto: *tackle* ARE WE GONNA PLAY OR NOT?!

Kado: O_O" OK! *claps hands together* What bottle are we gonna use?
Hiei: You mean we''re actually playing!?
Makoto: *sigh* I guess so...
Hiei: *shifty eyes* *lunges for window*
Makoto: *tackle* Nu-uh! If I have to sit through this, you do too!

Hiei: T-T And just when I thought I''d escaped...
Kuwa: That''s just cause you wanna make out with Hiei! *laugh*
Makoto: *throbbing vein* GRAWH! *chases Kuwa*
Kuwa: Don''t kill me!!! *runs away*



*Kuwa running in circles with Makoto chasing him*
Kado: *sees Makoto chasing Kuwa* You guys might not wanna run cause you might- *cringes as they
crash*

Makoto and Kuwa: @.@
Kurama: I saw that coming from miles away...
Ed: Look who''s the home wrecker now! *points and laughs*
Makoto: *jumps up* *standing on Kuwa*
Kuwa: O... Ow...
Makoto: *points at Ed* At least I''m a decent sized home wrecker!
Ed: >=O
Makoto: *jumps off Kuwa onto Ed*
*Ed and Makoto fighting (again)*

Everyone already sitting in a circle: -_-" Are we gonna play soon?
Kado: Ah, heh heh, be patient...
Makoto: *yelling at Ed* That''s what you get for being so-... *sniffs air* *shifty eyes* I know that smell!
Kurama: *holding box of pocky* *teasingly* If you sit down, I''ll give it to you...
Makoto: MINE!! *jumps for pocky*
Kurama: *sets pocky next to him* There...
Makoto: *sits down, savoring flavor of pocky* X3-
Ed: I''ll get her tonight when she''s sleeping... ((Sleep?)) *sits down*

Botan: Okay everyone! Here''s the rules of how we play!
Kuwa: We all know how to play!
Botan: Ah, but you don''t know how to play MY way… *Dun dun DUN!*
Everyone: Your way...? O.o
Yusuke: I''m not playing this...! *gets up to leave*
Kado: *grabs Yusuke arm* ((Like in anime when the girl grabs the guy’s arm and it''s all romantic))
Yusuke: *slowly and dramaticly*... Kado...
Kado: *takes arm and slams Yusuke on the ground* YOU WILL NOT LEAVE!
Yusuke: @_@ So much for that...

Botan: *puts her finger up* Okay, first rule is we each get 2 passes. Once they’re used up, you HAVE to
kiss whoever it is.
Everyone: *nod nod*
Botan: Second rule: You don''t have to kiss siblings. The person who spun before can re-spin.
Everyone: *nod nod*
Botan: Third rule: We''ll alternate through two different kisses. The first spinner only has to do a small
peck on the cheek of they want. But the next person has to do an AT LEAST 3-second-frencher!
Makoto: WOAH! HOLD ON A SECOND!

Kado: WHAT IF THAT HAPPENS TO YOU, HUH!?!? *sly look* What if you had to do kiss Koemna...
Botan: *completely blunt to what Kado''s trying to get at* Oh, it''s just a game, silly! These kisses don''t
really count!
Koenma and Kuwa: *sniff* They don''t?
Miroku: I''ll always count them in my head =D



Makoto: Maaaybe we shouldn''t let Miroku play...
Miroku: WHAT?!? BUT THAT''S NO FAIR!! I''m one of the few that WANT to play T-T

Kado: He''s got a point. The rest are being forced...
Sango:...*sigh*...
Makoto: Hey, you''re sober again!
Sango: What are you talking about?
Inuyasha: You were making out with Naraku...
Sango: WAS NOT!
Everyone: Uh, yes you were…
Sango:...Well, I was drunk! You can''t blame me!
Makoto: You know that saying, a drunk man speaks a sober mans truth!
Botan: Hey! What about the game!?

Sango: *wanting to change topic* Yes! The game! Let’s play!
Makoto:... Oh.. Right... *sigh* Damn, I thought you’d forget...
Kado: Fine, but you go first, Botan...
Everyone: YEAH!
Botan: *heart sparkle star* OKAY! *reaches for bottle* Hm... *spins*
Everyone: O,o *leans in*
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ugh, such a stupid ending. I REALLY don’t like this ‘having to pick where to end one chapter and start
the next‘ thing, but I love RPing this out, so I’m still gonna continue!



6 - Spin the Bottle: Part 1!

Right, here’s the first half of Spin the Bottle! All anime characters belong to their rightful owners, as well
as the game Spin the Bottle… to… whoever the hell made it. Makoto Kurugi belongs to ME! Kado Adiyoshi
belongs to HOROHORO! If either is stolen, I’ll hunt you down and torture you endlessly with week-old
muffins!

Here’s where we left off:

Botan: *heart sparkle star* OKAY! *reaches for bottle* Hm… *spins*
Everyone: O,o *leans in*

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Bottle: *stops on Kuwa*
Kuwa: BOOYAH! Right off the bat!
Kado: *smirk* Well, we''re all playing by your rules...
Everyone: *snicker*
Kuwa: 3=D

Botan: *dark grin*
Makoto: Uh-oh... Something tells me we''re missing something...
Botan: We ARE playing by my rules, which means I only have to kiss him on the cheek...
Kuwa: Awwwww
Botan: BUT!
Kuwa: *perks up*
Botan: Who ever the bottle lands on when HE spins it, he needs to give a 3 second frencher to!
Makoto:...No... No.... NOOOOOOOO!!!
Botan: YES! MWAHAHA! *evil laughter* *stops*......*give Kuwa light kiss*

Kuwa: YES! *spins bottle*
All Girls: *gulp* Don''t be me... don''t be me!
Kuwa: Please be Yukina... please be Yukina!
Hiei: Please don''t be Yukina...please don''t be Yukina!

Bottle: *slowing down*
Everyone: *getting ready to run in case it lands on them*
Bottle: *stops* *pointing to Miroku*
Makoto: *sigh* What a relief...
Kuwa: It''s a guy so that doesn''t count... *reaching for bottle*
Botan: HOLD ON ONE MINUTE!
Everyone: O.o
Botan: I never said ANYTHING about spinning again if it lands on the same gender!

Kuwa: ARE YOU ****ING SERIOUS!?!



Botan: =3 Yep! But it only applies to males! If a girl spins and it lands on a girl, they can skip. But it won''t
work for you!
Kurama: *REALLY not wanting to kiss anyone, much less a guy* Why is it like that!?!
Botan: Cause it''s smexay when two guys make out! X3
Makoto: -_- I never knew Botan was a fan of yaoi…Well! As long as it''s not me that''s fine! X3
Hiei: You''re kidding right?!?!

Kado: Botan! That’s crazy!!
Everyone: YEAH!
Kado: I say we vote on it!
Everyone: YEAH!
Kado: All in favor of keeping this rule!?!
Botan: *raises hand*
Kado: All in favor of not keeping this rule!?
Everyone (but Botan): *raises both hands*
Kado: Well that about sums it up!
Everyone: Phew!

Botan: T-T But I wanna see hot guys make out... You two! *points to Kurama and Koenma*
Both of them: Eh?
Botan: START MAKING OUT! Now!
Both of them: O.o EH?!
Makoto: Let''s just get on with this, shall we ^-^''
Kuwa: I''m ready to!

Kado:...Wait...Botan, I uh...have a present for you...
Botan: O.o A present! YAY! *bounces out after Kado*
Outside door: *rumbling sounds* Hey, why do you have that? It''s not much of a present...
Kado?...KADO?!.......... *silence*

Kado: *comes back in*...*sits down*
Yusuke: Um... Where’s Botan...?
Kado: In the closet, tied to a chair with duck tape on her mouth...*smile*
Makoto: Kado''s my new hero!
Kuwa: Yeah, but that means I can''t make out with Botan...
Yukina: *looks away from group* *whispers* Kuso! That was my one chance to get away!
Shizuru: Did you way something Yukina?
Yukina: *sweet face* Um, no, I didn''t say anything at all ^///^

Kado: Well Kuwa, spin now...
Kuwa: COME ON! GIMME A WAMMY! *spins bottle*
Everyone: *leans in*
Makoto: *covers eyes* I can''t watch this...
Hiei: Why the hell am I here...?
Bottle: *lands on Kagome*
Makoto: *laughing at Kagome* SMOOCH! SMOOOOOOCH!
Kagome: NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!!! *dramatic*



Inu: Wha...*sniff sniff*

Kuwa: Well, she IS hot! *puckers lips*
Kagome: *high pitched ''Kagome'' scream* Inuyasha! Save me!
Inu: I thought we weren''t together anymore...
Kagome: *makes out with Inu*
Inu: O-o
Kuwa: Hey! That''s my job!

Kado: Maybe we should give someone else a turn...
Yusuke: That would be the smart thing to do...
Kuwa: T_T But I wanna frencher!
Makoto: No one''s willing to give... not to you anyway...
Kuwa: *glare*
Makoto: *glare*

Kurama: *topic change* Who''s taking Kuwa''s place? ^^;
Makoto: You want to?
Kurama: O-O NO!
Makoto: Who agrees to giving Kurama the bottle? *raises hand*
Kagome, Sango, Yukina, Shizuru, Winry: *raises hand*

Kado: Well, Kurama it seems the people have voted ^^ *hands bottle* Spin it!
Kurama: T_T *reluctantly takes bottle* *sigh* I guess I''ll go... *spins*
Fan girls: *watches bottle*
Kurama: *watches bottle*
Makoto: *playing with ears* *realizes camera''s on her* *watches bottle*
Bottle: *slows down*
Fan girls (and Kado and Makoto): *lean in*

Bottle: *stops on Shizuru*
Kurama: O-o
Everyone: *GASP!!*
Kuwa: Way ta go sis!
Makoto: Pucker up Kurama! Give her a wet one!
Hiei: You enjoy teasing him don''t you?
Makoto: Yep, just like I do you!
Hiei: -_-

Kurama: -_- Please, do I really have to do this?
Makoto: No I guess you could pass...
Kurama: Then I-
Makoto: BUT you might wanna save it for when you have to kiss someone worse... like them... *points to
rabid fangirls that followed Kurama to the sleepover*
Kurama:... Right... But wouldn''t it be dangerous for Shizuru-san? I mean, the fangirls DO bite when
they''re upset...
Kuwa: Nah, I know Shizuru can take care of herself...



Makoto: Yeah, from personal experience of her kicking your butt! *laugh*
Kuwa: -_-
Shizuru: I’m guessing I have no say in this...?
Fan girls: *chearing for Shizuru*

Makoto: That answer your question?
Kado: I thought they be mad?
Shizuru:...I made peace earlier in case Botan decided to make the rules...
Kado:.... Good call...
Shizuru: *sigh* Let''s get this over with... *leans forward*
Everyone: *cheering* KURAMA KURAMA KURAMA!

Makoto: *shifty eyes*
Hiei: Uh-oh...
Makoto: *shoves Kurama forward*
Kurama: *goes full force onto Shizuru* *arms flying everywhere* O-o
Makoto: w00t w00t!

Shizuru: *super blush* *blink*
Kuwa: *rofling*
Kenshin: Um, I believe it''s been three seconds now ^^''
Makoto: Oh I know...
Kurama: *gets up* WHAT DO YOU THINK YOU''RE DOING?!
Makoto: *waving hands back and forth* ^^; Chill out Kurama, it''s just a game remember? *snicker*
Kurama: >=(
Makoto: ^^''... Sorry?
Kurama:..... *sigh* I guess... *sits back down*

Kuwa: *can''t stop laughing*
Shizuru: *punch*
Kuwa: X-X
Makoto: XP Owned!
Ed: Hey! Let''s get this game finished already!
Makoto: Chill chill, Ed. It''s not our fault you''re in such a hurry to kiss Winry.
Ed: -O.O- That''s not what I meant!
Winry: Oh, stop playing around Makoto... *nervous laugh* *holds up wrenches*

Makoto: O.o OKAY! Go Shizuru!
Shizuru:... *spins* *lands on Koenma*
Koenma: *grin* Come on!
Shizuru: -_- Don''t forget lover-boy, I only have to give you a peck
Koenma: T_T *sticks cheek out*
Shizuru: *kisses*
Koenma: Oh yeah baby! *rubs hands together* Frencher''s coming up!

All the girls: *sweat drop*
*Noise in the background*



Botan: *hears Koenma''s turn* MMMMM!! NNN! MMMM!!M!M!MM#$%^_^&*()_()%$

Makoto: Do you hear something?
Rinku: Nope...
Kenshin: Um, is it okay to keep her in there? I mean, it''s pretty hot and if she''s locked up-
Makoto: Oh Kenshin! Always the nice guy! That''s why I lub you! *glomps*
Kenshin: Or-?!
Hiei: *jumps up* NO! Don''t say it!
Kenshin: What?... Oro?
Makoto: KYAAAAAAHHHHHH! *jumping up and down*
Kenshin:... Oro?
Kado: XD He tried to warn you...

Yusuke: Can we get on with the game? I wanna play something else...
Kado: Oh, stop your whining...
Koenma: COME ON! I WANNA FRENCHER! *puffs cheeks out and crosses arms*
Makoto: -_- Yeah... go ahead and go...
Koenma: <3 Goody! *reaches for bottle*
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Yep! Stay tuned for part 2 of Spin the Bottle!... That’s all I gotta say...
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